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Abstract
Marketing is the study and management of exchange relationships. Marketing is the business process of
creating relationships with and satisfying customers. With its focus on the customer, marketing is one
of the premier components of business management. Explains how and why Consumers are presenting
and maintaining relationships in terms of sports marketing context. This letter presents a framework for
understanding how and why consumer affiliate marketing is involved. Based on the change in the
functional approach of Kallan, this framework presents three qualitatively different levels to understand
the formation and maintenance of relations: (A) compliance-ace surface is the result of temporary and
often external effect; (B) Identification game relates to the increase of self-esteem and image of
consumers; And (C) Internalization is the result of equality values. There is more chance of
internalization in long-term relationships. Taking a management perspective, the term marketing has
been defined as “the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and
distribution of ideas, goods and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organisational
goals” by American Management Association,
According to Philip Kotler, “Marketing Management is the process of planning and executing the
conception, pricing and promotion and distribution of goods, services and ideas to create exchanges
with target groups that satisfy customer and organizational objectives.
There are some things in the world which are very liked in the form of sports. National Football
Foundation reports that 49,670,895 people participated in the NCAA football game in 2011, while
more than 110 million people watched the 2012 Super Box according to Nielsen. From fanatics to
casual audiences, the game attracts more people's attention than any other type of incident. Marketers
understand the popularity of the game and have made them the focal points of marketing campaigns for
decades. As the size and popularity of national sports have increased, the area of sports marketing has
increased. According to CNBC, over the past 10 years, the budget creator spent about 240 million
dollars on super bowl advertisements. As long as the game continues to thrill cores of people, they will
continue to be a major program to deliver advertising.
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Introduction
In 2015, the estimation of the global sport industry was US $ 145 billion, which is
responsible for more than 3% of the world's economic activity (Primary Working Capital,
2011 (PWC)), due to this, estimated Expansion of Explosive Industry (CNN,2016) has
reached US $ 1 billion as soon as possible: Export: Global revenue is expected to exceed $ 1
billion by 2019. The market is estimated and estimated by China and India. It is surprising to
see that academics are making their own specialty, increasing their value and ability by
increasing the industry by the widespread and entertainment industries. Dyog should be
studied, including people and specifications.
The game is a global product and service, which many people around the world enjoy
playing, watching and participating in it. Whereas the global media attention has been
noticed on sporting events such as Olympics and World Cup, it has come down. in this.
Integration between sports marketing and international business disciplines both from a
practical and educational perspective. The purpose of this letter is to discuss international
sports marketing and why it is a business leading business to business.
Approach
The aim of the paper is to provide practical implications and research avenues for those
seeking to further investigate international sport marketing as a unique area of academic
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research. The introduction to the paper focuses on the
importance of sport to the global economy and how
entrepreneurship is ingrained in many sport businesses and
organizations. Next, different areas of international business
management that relate to entrepreneurial sport marketing
ventures are discussed in terms of future research directions
and practical implications. These include how
entrepreneurial sport ventures affect internationalization,
branding, corporate social responsibility, tourism, regional
development, and marketing and action sports.
Who Employs Sports Marketing
The game uses many opportunities to sell products, which
bring both risks and rewards. A successful sports marketing
campaign can last for many years in the mind of consumers,
while an ineffective person can do significant waste of
money. All marketing efforts should be guided by a
comprehensive marketing plan if they expect to be
successful.
The plan will begin with a lot of logistic questions, such as
budget estimates and resources. Sports marketing can be
costly quickly and companies will need to use their
resources wisely. They will also need to set a deadline for
the campaign. Will it last for one week, will the multi-year
marketing effort be like buying naming rights throughout
the season or stadium? Various marketing purposes will
include various schemes.
The company needs to know who their target audience is
and how they can reach the best. It involves analyzing the
company, their product and customer. If a market teacher
wants to reach men under the age of 35, then they can
concentrate on extreme sports. If they want to reach a casual
sports fan, they can focus their efforts on the Olympics. The
market will need to examine the entire game marketing
scenario and identify the most promising opportunities
based on scientifically market based research.
A team of creative professionals will work on developing
ads whether they are TV spots, billboards or radio
advertisements. Research findings should determine
advertising goals, but ad creators will develop content that
they think is best for target audience. They will use team
colors, slogans and game imagery to create a link between
the product and the game.
Careers in Sports Marketing
Brand Manager
A brand manager is responsible for all marketing related to
specific brands. Popular brands like Gatorade, Nike and
Under Armor dedicate game marketing to a large part of
their marketing budget. Brand Manager will coordinate
marketing efforts in print, radio, TV and online advertising
channels. All brand managers will need a degree in
marketing. There are advanced degrees in many marketing
as well as complementary education in communication or
public relations. Brand Manager is considered to be a senior
marketing position. Marketers will need to work with a
company for years before managing their brands.
Sports Agent
Sports agents represent the interests of professional athletes.
Their job is to maximize the earning potential of an athlete.
Part of their job is to find and negotiate deals for product
endorsements. Agents act as intermediaries between

companies and athletes and are integral to getting sports
marketing deals done.
Sports Marketing Project Manager
Companies that invest heavily in game marketing will be
marketing managers who will focus on such marketing
exclusively. A sports marketing project manager will plan,
design and supervise any ad campaign for game fans. All
sports marketing project managers will require a degree in
marketing. Experience is also important as a former athlete
or sports fan. Sports marketers need to understand the
mindset of a sports fan from personal experience.
Average Salaries of Sports Marketers
 Brand Manager
entry level - $35,000-$65,000
after 10 years - $70,000-$140,000
 Sports Agent
entry level - $25,000-$100,000
after 10 years - $100,000-$1,000,000
 Sports Marketing Project Manager
entry level - $45,000-$60,000
after 10 years - $70,000-$110,000
Source: http://www.indeed.com/salary
The future of sport marketing
However, it should be mentioned, by no means, this
particular issue does not end the subject of contemporary
issues in sports marketing; Contribution addresses the
subject from various perspectives, connects ideological
diversity and provides many interesting insights. His work is
influenced by the current pressures, the industry is facing,
such as keeping in mind the scandals in corruption and
sports, moving ahead to potential opportunities. When the
use of social media and the development of events is
investigated, new practices and trends are kept in mind,
which closely monitor the continuous development of game
marketing. At the same time, and true to the roots of
discipline, this game does not stop the disclosure of
unknown aspects before investigating the basic elements,
consumption and relationships of sports, brand and
sponsorship management, game marketing theory and
behavior.
Contributors are adequately cautious about this particular
issue and, directly or indirectly, point to the fact that their
work probably questions more than its answer. In fact, all
contributors extend an invitation to answer these questions
and for more research in sports marketing, for more queries.
It is expected that this special issue will work as a platform
for this discussion and will further research on this
multilateral, ever developing and engaging discipline of
sports marketing.
Relationship Marketing From a Sport Organization
Perspectives game marketers use many mechanisms to
strengthen relationships. Sports Talk are a common way.
The only work of Interplay on the subject of the game can
be rewarded, define roles and establish shared values.
Another relation-ship system is hospitality. Creates
opportunities in sporting events to share values with
hospitality game events and other social connections. A
third general system is giving a gift (Betty, Kahlon and
Homer, 1991) [4]. Cultures are different in terms of giving
gifts, but gifts related to sports can reward fans, establish an
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identity for fans, and even express shared values. are doing.
"Social identification or affiliation is concerned with the
value of sports organizations, teams or players. The
education team is related to the success or failure of the
organization or the player or the satisfaction of the sports
team, organization or consumer." Player "
After the advertising campaign begins, the company will
need to evaluate how effective it is. Metrics like Enhanced
Sales, Twitter Followers and Brand Awareness are all
indicators of how well a campaign is being achieved. The
matrix should reflect the goals established in the marketing
plan. If the goals are being fulfilled then the campaign can
be continued and constructed. If the number is reduced, then
the marketing strategy must be modified
Conclusion
In any form, marketing of ports makes use of the game to
help sell goods and services. This particular style of
marketing is less about using a single strategy and more
about using the content of the game to help in marketing
efforts. It is not limited to professional sports, and may
include college athletics, minor league or alternative games.
There are some things in the world which are very liked in
the form of sports. National Football Foundation reports that

49,670,895 people participated in the NCAA football game
in 2011, while more than 110 million people watched the
2012 Super Box according to Nielsen. From fanatics to
casual audiences, the game attracts more people's attention
than any other type of incident. Marketers understand the
popularity of the game and have made them the focal points
of marketing campaigns for decades. As the size and
popularity of national sports have increased, the area of
sports marketing has increased. According to CNBC, over
the past 10 years, the budget creator spent about 240 million
dollars on super bowl advertisements. As long as the game
continues to thrill crores of people, they will continue to be
a major program to deliver advertising.
For any sports market, it is necessary that they understand
the audience for the game. Different customers are in favor
of various games. The UFC attracts a small crowd, whereas
viewers for PGA are of more age. Based on the Scarborough
Sports Marketing survey, the chart below shows America's
20 most popular sports. There are many surprises in it that
are relevant to the marketers. For example, despite the
Olympics being organized every 4 years, it is widely loved.
Major sports such as hockey and golf are less popular than
sports athletics and gymnastics. Marketers use data like this
to help them reach their target audience.

Source: https://www.marketing-schools.org
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